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 CRYSTALLISED AND CANDIED FRUITS
EXAMPLES : i. A solution of 40 grams of crystallised fruit in 200 c.c.
gave the rotation, + 33 Ventzke divisions, at 20° C. in a 20 cm. tube, and the
same solution after inversion (made up to double the original volume) gave the
rotation — 6-7 ; thus P = 33 X 5 = + 165 and P1 = — 6-7 X 10 = — 67.
The reducing sugars, determined with Fehling's solution and calculated as
invert sugar, were 1-98% before, and 49-22% after inversion. According to
Clerget's formula, the saccharose is :
132-66
(165   +  67)  ___
__ - —
 45 55 /0.
The results of Fehling titration give for the saccharose :
5=0-95 (49-22 - 1-98) =44-88%
which, given the complex nature of the product examined, agrees sufficiently
well with the preceding result.
The calculated rotation for 49-22% of invert sugar is :
— 49-22 X 1-191 = — 58-6,
and since the observed rotation after inversion is — 67 and hence more laevo*
rotatory, excess of levulose and thus absence of added glucose is indicated.
Indeed, the formula for the percentage of dextrose, namely :
r _ + 165 + 1-191 X 1-98 - 3'839 X 45'55
3-048 + 1-191
gives a» negative result and therefore indicates absence of dextrose.
2. In the case of crystallised fruit containing glucose, a solution of 10 grams
of the commercial glucose used in 100 c.c. gave a reading of -f 57-2 Ventzke
divisions in a 20 cm. tube at 20° C., the reading for too grams in 100 c.c. being
hence -f 572 ; titration with Fehling's solution gave 56% of reducing sugars
(pure glucose), the polarisation coefficient thus being:
572
c=sli- = + 10-21.
56
The inverted solution obtained from the fruit (40 grams in 200 c.c. ;   50
c.c. of this inverted and made up to 100 c.c.) gave the reading + 32, so that
Pt = 4- 320 ;  Fehling titration of the same inverted solution indicated 54*20%
of total reducing sugars.
The two equations :
x 4. y = 54-20
10-21 x — 1-191 y ^ 320
y = 20-47
x = 54-20 - 20-47 = 3373*
From the percentage y of invert sugar, that of saccharose is found to te
20-47 X 0-95 = 19-45, while the percentage x of pure glucose shows that of
TOO
commercial glucose to be 33-73 X — = 60-23,   The   crystallised  fruit tiro
56
contains :
Saccharose added = 19*45%
Commercial glucose added = 60-23%	1
The value of crystallised fruits depends, besides on the quality of the indt
used and ttee method of preparation, essentially on the quantity of sugar and
of glucose present. Genuine products should contain neither ad4e<J, antiseptic
or artifioiaJ sweetening agents nor injurious^
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